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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Sept. 4:

Pink campaign takes brand ambassadorship to humorous degree

British apparel label Pink Shirtmaker London is promoting its updated brand identity with a new ambassador and a
comical campaign.

Click here to read the entire article

LVMH Prize goes to Thebe Magugu

Luxury conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton has awarded its Prize for Young Designers to South
African designer Thebe Magugu.

Click here to read the entire article

Gucci takes over Saks to flaunt fragrance, fall fashion

Department store chain Saks Fifth Avenue is partnering with Italian fashion label Gucci to host a branded takeover
that spans windows and in-store displays.

Click here to read the entire article

Luxury remembers photographer Peter Lindbergh

Photographer Peter Lindbergh has died at the age of 74.

Click here to read the entire article

Neiman Marcus turns to former Ralph Lauren exec Lana Todorovich for top merchant
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Neiman Marcus Group is ramping up its transformation plan in a brutal retail market with the hire of Lana
Todorovich as the department store chain's president and chief merchandising offer.

Click here to read the entire article

Victor Luis out at Tapestry, chairman Jide J. Zeitlin takes over as CEO

Victor Luis is out as CEO and board director of Tapestry Inc., succeeded by board chairman Jide J. Zeitlin, who will
maintain focus on the group's multi-brand strategy and push for organic growth.

Click here to read the entire article

Click here to read the morning newsletter

Webinar on Sept. 18: "Holidays 2019: Happy or Not?"
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